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7231...22+ PROGRAM

2687...AOC/GED (CENTRAL)
2685...AMERICORPS (COMPLETION COACH)
2794...ANGLES, RAINEE (SPEECH & THEATER)
4690...ANSCHUTZ, ALAN (MAINTENANCE I – NORTH)
2697...ATHLETIC DIRECTOR (MATT WELLS)
2746...BARNETT, JIM (ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGR. INSTRUCTOR)
2677...BICK, TYLER (WEBMASTER)
2691...BIKOWSKY, STEVE (MAINTENANCE I - CENTRAL)
3628...BISHOP, JODY (SOCIOLOGY)
3630...DEVILBLISS, ANGIE (ADMIN. ASSISTANT I - BROWN)
2810...CRANK, APRIL (FINANCIAL AID GENERALIST)
2735...COMPTON, JAMIE (MEDICAL ASSISTING)
4690...ANSCHUTZ, ALAN (MAINTENANCE I – NORTH)
2677...BICK, TYLER (WEBMASTER)
2881...BARTLEY, STEPHANIE (CORD. STUDENT SUCCESS)
3638...BASHAM, JULIA (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
2776...BICK, TYLER (WEBMASTER)
2620...CHANEY, KATHE (SITE ADMIN. PATRI-TOTS LEARNING CTR -C)
5620...COLLINS, CHYANE (DIRECTOR, RESPIRATORY CARE)
2607...BOLITHO, LAURI (ADMISSIONS ASSISTANT)
2610...BLOOM, CINDY (FINANCIAL AID ASSISTANT)
2652...DAVIS, NECOLE (ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST)
2629...CHILDCARE (OFFICE) Angela Brown
2630, 3630, 4520, 5610 FACULTY SECRETARIES
2698...FAYETTE WORKS ONE STOP CENTER
5510...FAYETTE CAMPUS DIRECTOR (JESSICA WISE)
5720...FAYETTE WORKS ONE STOP CENTER
2610...FINANCIAL AID (CENTRAL)
4684...FITZPATRICK, KIM (ADMIN.ASSIST II - WD & COMM. SERVICES)
2620...FLEMING, BARB (ADMIN. ASST. I – VP OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS)

2692...FLUM, TERRY (BIOLOGY)
3627...FOSTER, JEFF (BIOLOGY)
2860...FOXX, MELANIE (NURSING)
4530...FUGATE, BRUCE (NURSING)
5635...GARIPPA, DAVID (BIOLOGY)
5622...GAVIN, TOBY (OFFICE ASSOCIATE – RESP)
2687...GED/AOC (CENTRAL)
2635...GIBSON, LUCINDA (MEDICAL ASSISTING)
2727...GILLESPIE, MELISSA (NURSING )
4625...GORMAN, CHARLES (HUMAN & SOCIAL SERVICES)
3698...GRIFFITH, PAUL (BOOKSTORE. MT. ORAB)
3681...GRIFFITH, REBECCA (LIBRARY)
2646...GRUBER, JOE (ENGINEERING)
2619...HAINES, ZANNA (COMMUNICATIONS/GRAPHIC DESIGN)
3636...HALL, KRISTI (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
2560...HALL, RACHEL (HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST)
3590...HAMILTON, JUSTIN (TECH. SPECIALIST – BROWN)
2653...HAMILTON, LINDA (ACCOUNTS PAYABLE)
2929...HAMILTON, RETA (NURSING)
2673...HEATON, GARY (SECURITY)
2708...HEDRICK, MELISSA (RECORDS OFFICE)
2800...HELP DESK (NOW- TECH SUPPORT)
4637...HENRY, BILL (BIOLOGY)
2845...HIXSON, BOB (ADVISING – CENTRAL)
4680...HOFER, HAZEL (NORTH LIBRARY)
4679...HOLLIDAY, KEN (ENGLISH)
2565...HONEYCUTT, KATE (HR)
2720...HORD, LISA (DIRECTOR ADMISSIONS/RECRUITING)
3570...HUBER, CONNIE (PTK ADVISOR)
2688...HULL, TRICIA (PROGRAM ASSISTANT - AOC)
2800...IT DEPT – NOW TECH SUPPORT
4682...IT DEPT. – NORTH (Gary Jones) – NOW TECH SUPPORT
2745...JANITORIAL SERVICES (CENTRAL)
2604...JORDAN, MOLLY (COORD OF DISABILITY SERVICES)
4510...JOY, JOHN (DEAN WORKFORCE DEV. & COMM. SERVICES at N)
3514...KIRKER, ERIN (ADVISING, BROWN)
2925...KNAUFL, JANET (LINDSEY WILSON)
2641...KREBS, JULIE (DIRECTOR OF NURSING)
5615...LANDIS, BRENDA (POLLING)
2640...LEACH, SUE (ADM. ASST I - NURSING DEPT.)
3665...LESTER, ASHLEY (ADV, Brown)
3520...LEWIS, AMANDA (ADM. ASST. – DIRECTOR BROWN)
2680, 3680, 4680, 5680...LIBRARY
2925...LINDSEY WILSON COLLEGE (JANET KNAUFF)
2885...LUCIEN, PIERRE
2515...MACDOWELL, SHERRY (ADM. ASST., - VP STUDENT SERV)
2798...MACKAY, GAYLE (BUSINESS & REAL ESTATE)
2690, 3690, 4690, 5690...MAINTENANCE
2644...MANNES, BETH (SIMULATOR & LAB SPECIALIST)
2854...MARKEY, KATY (COMP.SYS. & COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT)
2550...MARKEY-GRABILL, MINDY (HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR)
4670...MARTIN, TRAVIS (BUSINESS, ACCOUNTING)
2785...MCCLAIN, CATHY (HSSR)
4802...MCCLAN, CATHY (HSSR)
2690...MCCOMAS, BRYAN (MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR)
4675...MCKAY, DOUG (HISTORY)
2630...MEDDOCK, MICHELLE (DIRECTOR OF MEETING)
2510...MARKEY - GRABILL, MINDY (HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR)
2885...LUCIEN, PIERRE
2515...MACDOWELL, SHERRY (ADM. ASST., - VP STUDENT SERV)
2798...MACKAY, GAYLE (BUSINESS & REAL ESTATE)
2690, 3690, 4690, 5690...MAINTENANCE
2644...MANNES, BETH (SIMULATOR & LAB SPECIALIST)
2854...MARKEY, KATY (COMP.SYS. & COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT)
2550...MARKEY-GRABILL, MINDY (HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR)
4670...MARTIN, TRAVIS (BUSINESS, ACCOUNTING)